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Solution

The Inuit shaman, or angekkok, has
great spiritual powers, which
usually were developed when he
reached the age of puberty. It was
then after wondering in the desert
for a few days, becoming hungry
and anxiously dissociated from his
environment, that tornaq, or spirit,
appears to him generally in some
near-human form. A dialogue
between the two occurs in which
the frightened aspirant is promised
strength and visions. He returns
home to his family and continues
living an average life but eventually
is overcome by spells of inspiration
and is sought to be accepted to be
an assistant to an experienced
magician. The magician trains the
assistant in the shamanistic skills of
curing illness, controlling the
weather, and forecasting the future.
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What is the mystical story behind your design?

The Inuit shaman, or angekkok, has great spiritual powers, which usually were developed when
he reached the age of puberty. It was then after wondering in the desert for a few days,
becoming hungry and anxiously dissociated from his environment, that tornaq, or spirit, appears
to him generally in some near-human form. He returns home to his family and continues living
an average life but eventually is overcome by spells of inspiration and is sought to be accepted
to be an assistant to an experie
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Can you tell us details about the printing specifications of your design?

soon
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The printing directly on the bottle: number of screen printing stations needed?

soon
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The printing of the two labels: Number of channels in offset printing, screen printing,
flexo printing (special finish) and hot foil embossed printing?
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The lid: number of colors needed?

soon
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Did you use images, graphics, fonts etc – not originally created by you? Did you get
very closely inspired from a source? That’s fine as long as you share that source-links.

no
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Creative's profile

Tommaso Balladore
Architect and designer
Casteggio, Italy

Creative's top 5 skills

Illustration, Mobile Apps, Product Design, Communication Concept, Service
Design
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